
ITINERARY 

6 Days Premiere Hotels 

DAYS 1-2 

E-bike through the lovely outskirts of Berlin, past the famous Grunewald forest and the 1936 Olympic 
Stadium | Enjoy lunchtime conversation with our friend Vera, a former member of Parliament and civil 
rights activist | Visit Cecilienhof Castle, the site of the Allied Powers’ fateful 1945 meeting | Cycle along 
shimmering waterways and through the peaceful forests of Spreewald Biosphere Reserve, home of the 
famous gherkin | Float along an enchanting canal on a traditional punt boat | Sample local schnapps 
from a family-owned distillery | Enjoy a casual Michelin-starred meal at our stunning hotel and make 
time to visit the spa—one of Germany's most extensive. 

Hotel Zur Bleiche Resort & Spa, Germany 

Premiere Hotel 

Established in 1750 by King Frederick the Great, this retreat offers serene surroundings, a world-class 
spa and Michelin-starred restaurant. (pool, spa) 

 

DAYS 3-4 

Enjoy a picnic lunch in the German countryside before continuing to Dresden, often referred to as the 
Florence of the north | Marvel at Germany's impressive green technology as we cruise past windmills, 
sunflower fields and organic farms | Marvel at 18th-century water-castle Schloss Moritzburg, a baroque 
structure set on a manicured artificial island | Spin downhill into Radebeul and enjoy a private wine-
tasting with a stunning view of the Elbe River Valley | Relax in luxury in our baroque palace hotel. 

 

Hotel Taschenbergpalais Kempinski, Dresden, Germany 

Premiere Hotel 

Originally a palace built in 1708 by Augustus the Strong, this meticulously restored hotel offers a mix of 
old-world splendor and contemporary chic in the historic center of Dresden. (pool, spa) 

 

DAYS 5-6 

E-bike along the Elbe and admire the unique sandstone formations of Saxon and Bohemian Switzerland 
national parks | After lunch continue to the Czech Republic by e-bike (or hop in the shuttle if you prefer) 
| Our castle retreat hotel offers plenty of opportunity for relaxation–enjoy a swim or head to the spa 
and dine on the terrace | Take another spin through the Czech countryside or keep on relaxing! | You 
might just want to stay in Prague for some urban exploration to cap off your adventure. 

 



Chateau Mcely, Czech Republic 

Perched atop a forested hill overlooking the village of Mcely, this elegant 17th-century estate features a 
rooftop observatory and an award-winning restaurant. (pool, spa) 


